Rule Britannia
Year 3/4
Spring Term

Religious Education:

Physical Education:

In RE we will be answering the questions:
‘Is a Jewish Hindu child free to choose
how to live?

As sports men and women we shall be
learning the about balance and
movement in Gymnastics.
After the half term we will also be
swimming.

Does Easter make sense without
Passover?

We shall also be revising sportsmanship
within team games.

English:

Areas of learning:
As Scientists we will be shall be learning all about the digestive
system, following the journey of our food as it passes through
our bodies.
We shall also be looking at plants, what they need and how they
grow.

As writers we shall be exploring a range
of genres such as diary entries,
persuasive letters, character descriptions
and non-chronological reports.
We shall be looking at a range of
grammar features and applying these to
our own writing.
Using ‘information about Tackley and the
Book ‘Charlie and the Chocolate Factory’
to inspire our writing

Maths:
As Design Technologists we will shall be planning a High Tea.
We will research our menus, find recipes and create delicious
sweet and savory dishes.
As Artists we will be learning about British artists and using
different techniques to create work in their styles .
As Historians we shall be leaning about the history of Tackley
school and the village. We will identify key events and present
them on a timeline. We will learn about how the school building
has changed and identify similarities between now and then.

As Geographers we will create aerial pictures, map our local area
and identify local features.

In maths we shall be focusing on :
Multiplication and Division and Fractions
We shall also continue to work on our
mental arithmetic skills and learn our
times tables.

Music:
As musicians we shall be exploring how
sounds are produced and classified, We
will continue to learn to play the recorder
whilst improving our knowledge of
musical notation.
Later we shall be using a variety of
notation to build on our performances.

Computing:
During this first term we shall be creating
E-Books about our digestive systems.
We shall also be using the internet to
support our research and learning and
presenting our work using Word and
PowerPoint.

SMSC:
British Values:
The British values we will be
exploring are:

Mutual Respect.

To develop our spiritual, moral,
social and cultural awareness:
Throughout a range of subjects during this
topic we shall be developing as thinkers
answering questions and solving moral
dilemmas.

Language and Culture:
We will be learning about other countries
through whole school events where we
will be exploring different languages and
cultures.

PSHE:
During our PSHE session we shall cover a
range of themes including:

•

Internet safety
• Respect
• Healthy Diet

Enrichment:
To excite our children’s passion for
learning we will be:
We shall be inviting a historian to visit our
school.

